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Workshop 
Neurodidactics, a relatively new interdisciplinary research field, represents an 
interface between neuroscience, didactics, educational science and psychology. It is 
based on the findings of brain research and provides proposals for effective (brain-
based) learning and teaching. Yet, neurodidatic research shows that there is no 
unique, singular, “one-and-only” effective brain-based way of teaching or learning. 
Learning success is dependent on learning culture on the one hand and learning styles 
on the other. Within the workshop, you will get insights into your own and your 
students learning styles.  
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Neurodidactics, a relatively new interdisciplinary research field, represents an 
interface between neuroscience, didactics, educational science and psychology.  
It is based on the findings of brain research and provides proposals for effective 
(brain-based) learning and teaching.  
 
Yet, neurodidatic research shows that there is no unique, singular, “one-and-only” 
effective brain-based way of teaching or learning. 
 
I will show you how the brain works and why we have to accept that there is no 
concept for one „brain-adapted“ learning. 
 
Yet, knowing how the brain works, makes it easier to teach (languages). 
 
And finally, I want to stress that   
 
neurosciences confirm the gains of psychology and educational studies and, thus, is 
not be considered a „new“ approach to education, but a field that helps to explain 
the process of learning. 
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Methods: Neurolab; Linguistiklabor ERP, eyetracker, mid 2017 fMRI functional magnetic 

resonance imaging <fMRI> 

Medical experts 

Flora Bastian 

Urine and salvina samples are expensive! 
 
https://neurolab.eu/diagnostik/labordiagnostik/ 

Spitting, similar to pH 
measurement  

https://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/functional+magnetic+resonance+imaging.html
https://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/functional+magnetic+resonance+imaging.html
https://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/functional+magnetic+resonance+imaging.html
https://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/functional+magnetic+resonance+imaging.html
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Examples EEG/ERP-cap 
Even babies can perceive whether their mother tongue or a foreign language is 
spoken – due to intonation patterns. 

„Wrong“ intonation patterns trigger more activity in the involved part of the brain. 
(Papa, Mama dt. vs. frz., vgl. Current Biology, Volume 19, Issue 23, 1994-1997, 05 November 2009, Newborns, 

Cry Melody Is Shaped by Their Native Language, Birgit Mampe, Angela D. Friederici, Anne Christophe and 
Kathleen Wermke) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19896378 
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Learning = Setting up of populations of neurons (= nerve cells) 

100 billion of neurons; 
1 neuron has up to 
10.000 synaptic 
connections 
 
Examples: L1; the 
multiplication tables  
up to ten 
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In the mother‘s womb the 100 billions of neurons are developed 

Within the first months of pregnancy: approximately 500.000 neurons occur per 
minute 

Language perception begins within the last three month of 
pregnancy 

In the womb: the child can detect whether the mother or 
another person is talking 
-> measured using heart rate 
-> increases when the mother starts talking 

Reading a story prior to birth: -> the baby is going to love the story 
when born 

Shortly after birth, babies very well know if they hear there mother tongue or 
a foreign language -> cf. mentioned ERP study +  
-> known languages – heard while in their mothers’ womb  
-> rise of sucking (high sucking studies, soothers) 
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Babies between 2 and 9 month of age can hear all the sounds (phonemes) of any 
language spoken in the world 
An ability soon lost again – the older, the more you substitute with sounds of your 
mother tongue -> severe pronunciation problems  

Brain grows from 250g to 750g within the first year (1400g 
adults; 1300g women, 1400g men; yet, women have a 
much! better linkage between left and right hemisphere 
and language areas within the brain are about 30% huger) 

During the first three years, the synaptic connections between the 
neurons go very very fast. 

Thus, during the age of 4 to 7 years, the brain needs twice as 
much energy than the brain of an adult 
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You remember: Learning is defined as the setting up of populations of neurons. 

To give an example: Already after 20 minutes of first learning how to play the piano, 
we can detect a new neuron population in the subcortical area- > it goes on into the 
cortex by means of repetition and the conviction that the information is of relevance 
or emotionally encoded as positive 
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Stimulus appears and triggers 
the limbic systems which checks 
whether the information seems 
to be relevant 

Cortex 

Subcortical area 
Limbic System 

If relevant, first 
neuronal connections 
are set up; they are 
still very weak 

Neuronal network is 
strengthened by means of 
repetition, multi-channel 
presentation and 
emotions 

The neuronal transformation 
process is strengthened 
during sleep; then, more 
repetition is necessary 

In order to store 
vocabulary that doesn‘t 
have a linkage to the 
mother tongue, it needs 
to be perceived about 20 
times and used 
approximately 80 times 
in order to be stored 
properly within the brain 
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   Source: nach Spektrum der Wissenschaften 
 

limbic system 

The limbic system (i.e. 
hippocampus, amygdala) is 
the center of conscious und 
subconscious perception 

Every single input is 
emotionally evaluated 

First hurdle: the limbic system hast to consider the input as relevant-> central, 
here, is – next to the information itself – the teacher and the „announced“ or 
applied method 
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In every lesson, the limbic system is confronted with many, many different stimuli. 
 
Many stimuli go in one ear and out the other – these actually don’t reach the brain 
and, thus, can not be “saved” or stored in the brain. 
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Only those stimuli that are considered as relevant, are passed on to the brain (the 
cortex), by passing the information from neuron to neuron to neuron and so force. 
The passing on works with the afore mentioned neurotransmitters and synapses. 
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Synapses: they grow larger and then pass on more neurotransmitters. 

BUT: Different learners need different amounts of neurotransmitters  
-> the teacher needs to know his students in order to evoke the ideal 
neurotransmitter-cocktail for each student (empathy, “reading the learner” 
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Acetylcholine: responsible for attention span (max. 20 minutes) &  capacity to store information 

Dopamine:  responsible for motivation, curiosity, concentration ->  feed-back, compliments, 
praise, positive emotions, laughing … 

The release of too little dopamine leads to the reduction of all cognitive abilities 

Noradrenaline:  responsible for attention, alertness,  flexibility and responsiveness and:  stress 

Oxctocin: (“love and trust hormone”) responsible also for liking/accepting and trusting your 
teacher -> problems arise when a new teacher takes over 
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Yet, what one learner considers as positive (dopamine, oxytocin), might be considered 
negative by another -> individuality of each learner 
 
In Germany, we often use a small ball during language lessons -> there are many 
students who love to catch the ball, and solve the given task -> they need 
noradrenaline. 
 
There are students who catch the ball and we detect a small raise of noradrenaline. 
 
And there are students whose noradrenaline goes up that fast and high, that they 
even forget their names -> black out.   
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Now what is motivation from a neuroscientific approach?  
First of all, the central motivation of human beings are other human beings -> mutual 
acceptance and esteem are basic needs (instead of Darwin‘s struggle for life) 
 
Motivation, then, is a combination of 
• dopamine (dopamine levels continuously signal how good or valuable the current 

situation is regarding obtaining a reward) 
• oxytocin („love and trust hormone“) 
 
 

They are so called „motivators“-> 
either conciously or unconciously 
we behave in such a way that 
these substances are  
released in our brain 
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Influence on the release of dopamine and oxytocin when learning: 
 
(a) Learning biography 
 
Past experiences shape our expectations on how teaching and learning should „work“  
 
-> new methods or approaches are often rejected in the beginning -> many learners 
from China for instance are used to learning something by heart instead of creative 
task based learning -> adrenaline instead of dopamine -> less motivation 
 
 
As mentioned: a turnover/change of teacher causes problems at the beginning: no 
oxytocin when they start -> less motivated learners 
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b. „intellectual styles“ / learning styles– see: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4320160/ 

 
Onion modell 
 
 cognition 

information processing 

social interaction 

Preferences for 
teaching settings 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4320160/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4320160/
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Preferences for learning styles seem to be determined prenatal. Yet, they „show up“ 
after puberty. Sisters and brothers often have diverging learning styles -> not shapped 
by parental upbringing / education. 
 

Learning 
styles 

Field 
dependence 

Progression Intuition Learning 
modalities 

And many many more 
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Cognitive Style: field dependency (Witkin) – eventhough criticized 

 
Field dependent vs. Field independent 
 
Field dependency -> the environment / social surrounding plays a major role 
 
Important for field dependent learners: 
 
• Do I like the teacher?  
• Do I like the fellow learners?  
• Do I like the room/light/temperature/time of day?  
• Do I like the textbook/materials? 
• Do I like the methods my teacher applies? 
 
Field independent learners -> environment/surroundings play a minor role 
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How field dependent am I?  
 
Example: misophonia (anger, flight, hatred, disgust) are triggered by specific sounds. 
 
-> eating an apple / carots 
 
How does your desk look like? Tidied up prior to using it? Chaos? 
 
Learning: There is no wrong or right! And it is a continuum 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract concrete 

Grammar is of great importance Authetic situations, communication; 
grammar not that important 

Sequentiell creative 

Step by step; every task in the text book; 
learning by heart; need for „security“; 
translation  

Rather talk to native speakers; 
discovering grammar; infering 
vocabulary; discussions 
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There is no wrong or right! And it is a continuum 
 

Abstract concrete 

Grammar is of great 
importance 

Authetic situations, 
communication; grammar not 
that important 

Sequentiell zufällig 

Step by step; every task in the 
text book; learning by heart; 
need for „security“; 
translation  

Rather talk to native speakers; 
discovering grammar; infering 
vocabulary; discussions 
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Study in Germany (age 20-40 years) aus? I love grammar explanations: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I want to discover grammar on my own: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Grammatik N=333 

Absolut 85 25,53% 

Meistens 130 39,04% 

Manchmal 64 18,22% 

Eher nicht 53 15,92% 

Auf keinen Fall 1 0,30% 

Entdeckende Grammatik N=333 

Absolut 21 6,29% 

Meistens 102 30,54% 

Manchmal 107 32,04% 

Eher nicht 78 23,35% 

Auf keinen Fall 26 7,78% 
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Übersetzung N=333 

Absolut 53 15,82% 

Meistens 105 31,34% 

Manchmal 149 44,48% 

Eher nicht 26 7,76% 

Auf keinen Fall 2 0,60% 

Sprachvergleich N=333 

Absolut 98 29,25% 

Meistens 97 28,96% 

Manchmal 91 27,16% 

Eher nicht 47 14,03% 

Auf keinen Fall 2 0,60% 

Translations are a 
great help  

Language comparison 
helps a lot 
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Spiele N=333 

Absolut 138 41,19% 

Meistens 102 30,45% 

Manchmal 55 16,42% 

Eher nicht 38 11,34% 

Auf keinen Fall 2 0,60% 

Projekte N=333 

Absolut 117 35,14% 

Meistens 128 38,44% 

Manchmal 56 16,82% 

Eher nicht 31 9,31% 

Auf keinen Fall 1 0,30% 

I love language games 

I like to do projects 
within language 
lessons 
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Can learning styles be changed?  
 
To our knowledge today: only minor changes possible 
 
Problem: Teachers and fellow learners usually believe their way of learning to be the 
best -> teachers trying to convice learners -> teachers leaving out those tasks in the 
textbooks they consider pointless 
 
Final „test“ 
 Fold your hands 

 
 
Which thumb is 
up?  
 
Right thumb up, 
stand up please 
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Right thumb up-> left hemisphere more active 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Left thumb up -> right hemisphere more active 

Yet: 
Different 
dominances: 
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Take a look at the same „picture“! 
For some she turns right, for others left and some of 
you can control her turning left/right 
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Brain dominance influences our learning preferences and learning preferences of your 
learners (Benziger) 
 
Every one is different!! 
 
 
The more left-dominant: (right thumb up) -> the more linear, step-by-step, 
systematic, games are not considered a favorite; silence while learning; enough light 
needed, likes to work on his/her own prior to pair or group work; fond of 
surveys/facts; first passive than creative / task based learning 
 
The more right-dominat (left thumb up): music while learning; certain degree of 
disorder is perfectly okay; dim light is better; eating while learning; likes task based 
creative tasks; first dicovering languages, than survey 
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Meassuring brain activity (Benziger) PET 
Preferences when completing language tasks -> blue: „especially active“ -> 
combinations possible 
 
      -> front left: logical, analytical, fact based -> thats me 
 
 
 
     -> back left: organized, sequential, planned -> thats me too 
 
      
      -> front right: holistic, intuition 
 
 
 
      -> back right: emotional, moving/acting 
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Summary: Eventough some of the approaches are criticized, our research shows that 
learners are different.  
What can we do as teachers? Respect the differences and refrain from skipping tasks 
you don‘t like 

 
 

Thank you for your attention 

www.marionneurodidaktik.wordpress.com 
 

http://www.marionneurodidaktik.wordpress.com/

